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Abstract—Deduplication is one of the most effective and
efficient techniques to save memory space. It is widely used in
data centers and cloud storage systems. After duplicated chunks
are identified and removed, some logically consecutive chunks
are physically scattered in different containers, which results in
the serious fragmentation problem. The fragmentation problem
inevitably leads the restore performance degraded severely. In
this paper, we propose an efficient recovery algorithm by using
pattern matching to boost the restore performance, which is
called PM-RAD. It tries to reduce the number of contain reads
by finding read patterns within a looking forwarding window.
It also can merge scattered chunks and reads at once; thus
it reduces the disk access times. Moreover, we optimize the
proposed algorithm in two aspects, the separating caches and
the cyclic pattern matching, to reduce disk accesses. During
the pattern matching, we split cache into the metadata cache
responsible for fingerprints and the data cache for storing chunks.
The cyclic pattern matching ensures to find much longer patterns
in a continuous sliding window. We implement the proposed
algorithm and evaluate it by experiment with various data sets.
Experimental results show that our algorithm is superior to the
state-of-the-art work in terms of the restore performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays we are facing with the explosive growth of the

digital data amount in big data era. It has become one of the

most challenging and important tasks in mass storage systems

to manage storage cost-effectively. Storage systems like data

centers and cloud systems are unitizing data deduplication

technologies to reduce redundant data and thus increase stor-

age efficiency and reduce storage costs [1], [2], [3], [4], [5].

According to the references [6], [7], in a typical deduplication

procedure, a data stream is segmented into chunks (also

called blocks) and a cryptographic hash (e.g. MD5, SHA-1,

SHA-256) is calculated as the fingerprint of a data chunk.

The system checks whether a data chunk is redundant by

comparing fingerprints instead of whole chunks. A fingerprint
index maps fingerprints of the stored chunks to their physical

addresses. To keep the spatial locality of stored data, a number

of chunks are stored into a fixed-size storage unit, called a

container, the basic unit of reads and writes. Those duplicate

chunks are only stored their references to existing chunks

in previous containers and those unique chunks are written

into new containers. At the same time, the recipe records

the references to the corresponding containers of incoming

chunks. Thus the whole data are dispersed in containers

physically while kept continuous in recipes logically, which

could result in the serious fragmentation problem. It results in

a great challenge to efficient restore [8], [9], [10], [11].

In this paper, we focus on speeding the restore process after

data deduplication. During a restore, it needs to read data

chunks from containers by using the recipe and fingerprint

index; however, the fragmentation seriously constraints the

restore performance due to reading the scattered chunks from

different containers [8]. That is, the restore needs to read

more containers randomly and then the restore performance

becomes more poor due to the penalty of random disk seeks.

Due to read some unnecessary chunks in containers, it wastes

some disk bandwidth and degrades restore performance [4].

For deduplication-based backup storage, the restore speed

for the most recent backup can drop by orders of magnitude

over the lifetime of a backup system due to the chunk fragmen-

tation problem. In order to solve this problem, most of existing

solutions are to rewrite a small amount of fragmented dupli-

cated chunks, such as [10], [13]. It trades deduplication ratio

for restore performance. Some work tends to recycle invalid

data blocks by identifying and merging valid scattered blocks

of data into new containers. For example, the recent work

proposed a cost-efficient rewriting scheme to improve restore

performance [15]. In addition, cache replacement mechanism

is a way to improve recovery performance. However, it is

undeniable that the traditional cache replacement mechanism

has been the ultimate, and the read performance has basically

been unable to improve the efficiency of recovery.

From all the state-of-the-art work [12], [15], [16], we

get the following observations: a) some rewritten chunks

ensure some extents of data access locality; b) and caching

mechanism should play an important role during the restore.

Therefore, an efficient restore scheme should comprehensively

consider how to digging effective I/O patterns and managing

caches. Therefore, inspired by the state-of-the-art work on
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exploitation of data access locality and similarity and caching

mechanism, the paper proposes a new recovery algorithm by

using the pattern matching method, called PM-RAD. The

key idea is to examine the placement of chunks and read

distinct data chunks as continuously as possible, which result

in reducing container reads as many as possible; moreover,

cache prefetch mechanism should be reinforced.

In summary, the paper makes the following contributions.

• We propose a framework of the restore algorithm by

maximum pattern matching. It tends to select containers

with more referenced chunks for the backup, reducing

the waste of disk accesses caused by redundant and

unreferenced chunks in the restore. It can access less

containers according to the matched patterns between the

recovery list and the stored recipes by looking forward a

window during the restore.

• We optimize the proposed algorithm by using the sep-

arated caches and cyclic pattern matching to speed the

restore performance.

• we implement our algorithm in the deduplication sys-

tem and evaluate the performance via various real-

world backup datasets. Compared with the state-of-the-art

schemes, experimental results demonstrate that our algo-

rithm obtains better restore performance while keeping

the desired deduplication ratio.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II,

we give the background knowledge about data fragmentation

and present the observations that motivate our work. In section

III, we discuss related work. In section IV, We propose

the recovery algorithm and show the experimental results in

section V. In the final section, we conclude the paper.

II. BACKGROUNDS AND MOTIVATION

To clearly describe our algorithm, this paper takes the same

terms as the literatures [6], [7]. The typical restore process

mainly have the following steps.

1) the recovery list is read from recipes. The fingerprints

in the list are read and issued one by one.

2) For each fingerprint, the corresponding chunk is to

read from a container into write buffer by lookuping

fingerprint index.

3) Data chunks in write buffer are stored into disk sequen-

tially.

We know that the data fragmentation degrades the read

performance by increasing the number of container reads.

Unfortunately, if the caching mechanism is unreasonable, the

number of container reads would increase greatly, and the

recovery performance would be unbearable for users.

Figure 1 illustrates the fragmentation process through two

consecutive backups. The first backup has 14 data chunks,

each distinct chunk marked with a distinct letter. These chunks

including three duplicate ones are stored in 4 containers.

Multiple data blocks in a backup stream may point to the

same physical chunk. After the first backup, these chunks

with 9 duplicate ones in the second backup are placed into 6

Fig. 1. The illustrative example of two consecutive backups in two days
shows the chunk placement scattered in different contains, which is called the
fragmentation problem.

Fig. 2. The speed factor shows that the restore performance degrades with
the increased backup versions. It leads to access more containers to restore
the more recent backup version.

containers. It can be observed that the more backups and the

more fragmented data chunks becomes. With the condition that

the size of cache is three container sizes and the replacement

policy is LRU, the first backup would need to read the

containers 5 times but the second backup would need 9 times.

So it can be observed that the more backups, the worse restore

performance.

As a metric, the speed factor indicates the extent of data

fragmentation and is equal to the amount of total data divided

by the number of containers read. That is, it is such a metric

that 1 is divided by the number of containers each 1 MB

data needs to read [6]. Figure 2 shows the speed factor of

the 155 backup versions. Higher speed factor means that less

containers are needed for the restored data per 1 MB data,

thus indicating better restore performance. From the figure,

the speed factor decreases as the increasing of the backup

versions: the more backups are done, the more fragmented

chunks are placed. In particular, the fragmentation problem of

the latest version is the worst; that is, it will take the longest

time to recover the version. A few exceptions in the Linux

kernel data sets are the major revision updates, which have

more new data stored consecutively. So we focus on relieving

the performance degradation of the restore over time caused
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Fig. 3. The diagram of the proposed restore algorithm by using pattern matching. The access patterns are matched between the recovery recipe and the stored
fingerprint list.

by the fragmentation problem.

For data cache, the design of an appropriate replacement

policy is critical to improve restore performance in dedupli-

cation systems. Assuming the replacement policy is FIFO, it

is not a good policy because the utilization of containers is

not taken into account. Moreover, the LRU policy requires the

recent used container retains in data cache; however, the policy

does not consider the future access. Since the sequence of read

chunks during the restore is the same as backup recipes, we

can determine to cache a container or not in advance.

Therefore, the motivation of our work tries to explore the

access pattern from the placement of chunks in containers and

take full advantage of data cache; thus our goal is to access

containers as few as possible.

III. RELATED WORK

After identifying duplicate data and storing the nonduplicate

data, logically consecutive chunks are physically scattered

in different containers after deduplication, which results in

the serious fragmentation problem. The fragmentation signif-

icantly reduces the restore performance due to reading the

scattered chunks from different containers. It is desirable to

efficiently restore data which requires read the fragmented

chunks efficiently. The state-of-the-art data restore work often

rewrites some duplicate but fragmented chunks to alleviate the

degradation of restore performance. So it involves the tradeoff

between deduplication ratio and restore performance.

At the earlier time, iDedup [4] adopted a simple scheme

in the primary storage, which deduplicates a sequence of

chunks whose physical addresses are also sequential exceeding

a minimum length threshold. Similarly, Nam et al. [8], [9]

proposed to selectively eliminate sequential and duplicate

chunks with a quantitative metric called chunk fragmentation

level (CFL). Context-based rewriting (CBR) [13] and Capping

[10] algorithms determine the fragmented chunks in the write

buffer using their specific fragmentation metrics, and then

selectively write the fragmented chunks to improve restore

speed. In particular, capping uses a forward assembly tech-

nique to efficiently cache chunks by exploiting the perfect

knowledge of future chunk accesses available when restoring

the already known backups. Moreover, RevDedup [14] elimi-

nates duplicates from the previous backups while conventional

deduplication eliminates duplicates from the new backups. It

transfers fragmentation to old backups and tries to keep the

latest backup as sequential as possible. History-aware rewriting

tries to rewrite less data to achieve better restore performance

by accurately classifying fragmentation [11], [12]. The work

of this paper is complemental to all these rewrite schemes,

which can be integrated into a whole deduplication system.

Specifically, after rewriting, our algorithm could find more

better patterns to read chunks during the restore, which can

yield better restore performance. In the implementation of our

algorithm, we analyze the effect of the capping rewrite scheme.

While the rewriting algorithm determines the chunk place-

ment, an efficient restore algorithm leverages the placement

to gain better restore performance with a limited memory

footprint. There have been three restore algorithms: the basic

LRU cache, the forward assembly area (ASM) [10], and the

optimal cache (OPT) [11]. In all of them, a container serves as

the prefetching unit during a restore to leverage locality. Their

major difference is that while LRU and OPT use container-

level replacement, ASM uses chunk-level replacement. We

will compare these algorithm performance with our proposed

algorithm under different placements in section V.

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we first describe the methodology of our

proposed restore algorithm based on pattern matching, called

PM-RAD; and then after giving the algorithm framework, we

describe how to optimize it in more detail.

A. Methodology

In this subsection, we present the whole restore process, as

shown in Figure 3. At first, it finds the maximum common

sequence named a pattern by matching the recovery list and

the storage list. And then it reads data chunks in a pattern

from a container at once and prefetching the container into

data cache. In this paper, the container is still a prefetching

unit except that the number of chunks is less than half of a

container.
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The cache acts as the acceleration of data lookups exploring

the locality of data streams. That is, we prefetch the useful

container into cache to save the next container read from disk.

We separate the whole cache into the meta-data cache (Cm)

and the data cache (Cd). By the meta-data cache, it caches

the metadata of containers to speed up matching pattern.

Specifically, the size of metadata of a container is relative

small; and thus when reading metadata of a container to form

a matching list, the access time can be ignored. For the data

cache, only those containers which will be accessed often

identified based on patterns are allowed to enter data cache.

Moreover, various rewriting methods potentially help to extend

the length of patterns.

In the proposed algorithm, the most crucial step is to match

the recovery list which read from the backup recipes and the

storage list which is read from the metadata of a container.

The recovery list records the fingerprints of data chunks of the

stored files and their corresponding container id. The storage

list records data chunks stored in a container. Both lists can

be read efficiently and their memory footprint is small. Due to

the limit size of cache, it is impossible to match all recovery

recipes with the storage lists; we need to slice the recipe

list into segments. At each matching iteration, only a certain

amount of fingerprint is read as a segment for matching and the

length of a segment is a critical factor for the performance of

reading. As the time complexity, each pattern matching can be

solved with O(n) time total by the classical Longest Common

Subsequences (LCS) algorithm [18].

Algorithm 1 Basic algorithm framework by using maximum

pattern matching

Input: The list of fingerprints to recover chunks, called the

recovery list, R; The size of the looking forward window,

m; The length of wildcards in the matching process, x.

Output: The set of subseqences of matched fingerprints,

denoted as P ;

1: Read m fingerprints from R as a segment S;

2: Determine the container which the start item in S belong

to;

3: Read the metadata of the container, its fingerprint list

called T ;

4: Find the longest common sequence between S and T ,

denoted as lcs;

5: Get the access patterns from lcs based on the wild

matching size x and put them into P ;

6: Remove the fingerprints which appear in patterns from S;

7: Repeat the steps above until S becomes empty;

B. Maximum pattern matching

The framework of the pattern matching process in PM-

RAD is described in Algorithm 1. During a pattern matching,

the algorithm slides forward a part of the recovery list every

time, called a slide window, denoted as m. In the algorithm,

the number of wildcards is configured by the parameter x;

the number of fingerprints in a slide window is configured

Fig. 4. The architecture of the implementation of the proposed algorithm.

by the parameter m; these parameters are initialized at first.

When the pattern matching, the non-adjacent fingerprints are

not beyond the interval length x in storage list are considered

continuous in a pattern. That is, these x wildcards are to skip a

certain adjacent fingerprints to generate a longer pattern from

the storage list. Thus the sequent disk access by a longer

pattern yields better read throughput. Considered the disk

access mechanism, the seek time and read time greatly affect

the restore performance. The sequent disk access guided by

pattern is more efficient than the random separate disk access.

Here consider the following example. Assume that a re-

covery list is ALCDEGDMIJANO . . . ; and by reading

the metadata of the container in which the A is located,

the metadata list is ABCDEFGHIJKNOP . . . . Then the

matched pattern is ACDEG if m = 8 and x = 0; furthermore,

if x = 1 then a longer pattern is obtained A∗CDE ∗G where

∗ represents a wildcard.

C. Algorithm optimization

1) Separated caches: The whole storage architecture in-

clude caches and persistent disk is shown in Figure 4. As

mentioned in section III, a full cache splits into two parts,

namely, the metadata cache and the data cache. The metadata

of a container records all fingerprints and their referred address

in the container. Such the metadata of a container can be

cached easily while data chunks of a container consume much

more data cache. In the deduplication system, an backup data

stream place data chunks in different containers. By reading

a recipe from the recipe store and lookuping the fingerprint

index, all locations of chunks can be determined one by one;

then some containers need to store in data cache. During the

pattern matching process, chunks which has been recovered

in a sliding window are stored into write buffer temporarily.

After all chunks in a sliding window are in write buffer, then

write them into disk in a batch. Therefore, the data cache

management as the important component of our algorithm is
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critical to boost restore performance. It largely depends on the

access pattern of containers. In the next subsection, we present

a novel pattern matching method to find better patterns.

Algorithm 2 PM-RAD: the optimized algorithm by using

separated caches and cyclic pattern matching

Input: The list of fingerprints to recover chunks, called the

recovery list, R; The size of the looking forward window,

m; The length of wildcards in the matching process, x;

Output: The set of sequences of matched fingerprints, de-

noted as P ;

1: Allocate data cache Cd for data chunks;

2: Allocate meta-data cache Cm for fingerprints.

3: Read a segment S1 from R;

4: while S1 is not empty do
5: if S2 == ∅ then
6: Read the next segment S2 from R;

7: end if
8: Remove items whose chunks appeared in Cd from S1;

9: Write those data chunks of S1 in Cd into buffer;

10: if the current size of S1 ≤ m/2 then
11: S1+ = S2

12: S2 = ∅
13: end if
14: if the first item of S1 is no in Cm then
15: Read the metadata of its container T into Cm

16: end if
17: Find the longest common sequence between S1 and

T , denoted as lcs;

18: Get the access patterns from lcs based on the wild

matching size x and put them into P ;

19: Read chunks of the container with which the longest

pattern associates.

20: end while

2) Cyclic pattern matching: During the pattern matching

in Algorithm 1, we observe it has the following weakness: S1

becomes shorter after each matching iteration, which results

the further found pattern becomes shorter. So it affects nega-

tively the restore performance. In order to avoid S1 becoming

too short, the other list called S2 is read from the recovery list

ahead; when the current length of S1 is less than the half of its

original length, then S1 merges S2 for the next matching and

fill S2 again. So the list S2 compensates S1 in a cyclic way

to keep S1 enough long, which ensures to find better patterns.

Besides of the benefit to find better patterns, the list S2

provides some hints to evict some container from data cache.

We can take the length of S2 as a sliding window in the nearest

future; thus from S2 we know which container cached will

be no useful which can be evicted. We try to cache those

containers which will be referenced by fingerprints in S2. Note

that the size of the sliding window S2 is determined by the

data cache size to a large extent; moreover, when more cached

containers are no useful, then adjust S2 longer.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

we implemented and evaluated the proposed algorithm with

different settings driven by various data sets. In this section,

we first describe the experimental setup with various data

sets; then we present the experiment results with different

setting, segment sizes and cache sizes; we compare the restore

performance of the proposed algorithm with other algorithms.

Finally, we show the positive effects of rewrite to restore

performance.

A. Experimental settings

We implemented our proposed algorithm in a well-known

open source system, called Destor [6]. We released the source

code of PM-RAD at the github site [17].

The following experiments were run on Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS

operating system. The experimental hardware includes a quad-

core CPU running at 2.4 GHz, with 32 GB RAM and two 1 TB

7, 200 rpm hard disks. We employed four data sets, namely,

Kernel, VM, FSLhomes and Macos to drive our experiments.

The details of these data sets are briefly described as follows.

• Kernel is downloaded from the web [19]. Here 155

versions of unpacked Linux kernel source code are chosen

for our experiments. The data set shows high locality

between adjacent versions.

• Vm refers to pre-made VM disk images from VMware’s

Virtual Appliance Marketplace, which is often used to

explore the effectiveness of deduplication on virtual ma-

chine disk images.

• FSLHomes is published by the File system and Storage

Lab (FSL) at Stony Brook University[20]. It contains

snapshots of students’ home directories. The files consist

of source code, binaries, office documents, and virtual

machine images.

• MacOS is also the data set published by FSL. It includes

snapshots on a Mac OS X Snow Leopard server supplying

various services for hundreds of users [21].

All of these data sets provide enough data to drive experi-

ments and then facilitate us to evaluate the proposed algorithm.

In this paper, we measure the restore time in the experiments,

i.e., the lower the measured value, the better the restore

performance; moreover, we also examine the deduplication

ratio which is the ratio of the removed duplicate chunks to

that of all backup chunks.

B. Sliding window size

Recall that the sliding window size is an important param-

eter which directly affect the lengths of the matched patterns.

In the experimental implementation, we slide the recovery list

forward by a segment algorithm. Here the sliding window

size is called a segment size. The unit of each segment is

a fingerprint. The segment size is set from 256 to 8192
for VM and from 64 to 2048 for Kernel, FSLhomes and

User006 in FSLhomes. The experimental results are shown

in Figure 5. We observe that all these curves have the similar

shapes: the restore time shows a trend from decline to rise

with the increasing segment size; the restore achieves the
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Fig. 5. The restore time as segment size varies. All of these curves have
the similar shapes: the restore time first deceases and then increases when
increasing the segment size.

best performance when the sliding window size is 128, 1024,

256 and 256 for the four datasets, respectively. We have the

following observations.

• First, these results confirm and validate that the sliding

window size affects the performance of the pattern algo-

rithm greatly. Note that in the following experiments, the

sliding window sizes are configured with these values.

It is desired to adaptively set the parameter during the

restore.

• Second, the increasing segment size leads to generate

more longer patterns reduce; so the number of disk

accesses are reduced. However, when the segment size is

too large, the data cache becomes the major performance

constraint. Some containers are prefetched too early into

cache. That is why these curves drop at first and then

rise.

• Third, due to the workload differences of the datasets,

it leads to different suitable segmentation sizes. For

example, the experiments show that the User006 data

set, a subset of FSLhomes, spend less than 85% on

the average overhead of each backup comparing with

FSLhomes. This is because the workloads of a lot of

users in FSLhomes are far more mixed than a single user,

User006. So the data locality is poor in FSLhomes and

the restore time is 6 times as much as the recovery time

of User006.

C. Meta-data cache sizes

The method based on pattern matching is to optimize

container access. It is equivalent to exploit the access locality

Fig. 6. The restore time as the size of metadata cache varies from 50 to 800,
which shows the larger cache is helpful to reduce the restore time.

of containers. As well known, the larger cache usually results

in a high cache hit ratio. The metadata cache is configured

too small to prefetch enough metadata into cache, resulting

the decrease of the rate hitting in the metadata cache and the

increase of each recovery time. So the larger the metadata

cache is, the more time is saved. As the cache capacity

increase, the recovery is expected to yield better performance

because there is enough space to buffer more metadata and the

looking forward more fingerprints in S1 and S2 (see Algorithm

2).

In Figure 6, we observe that the read performance with

the variation of metadata cache size. Here considering the

memory consumption, we choose the total meta-data size of

100 containers as the meta-cache size. The results show that

the curve falls gradually as the meta-data cache size increases

and tends to be more stable when the cache size increases up

to 100 at x-axis. When the cache can hold the metadata of 100

containers, it has a lower replacement rate, saving a lot of time

in reading the same container. Even if the cache size is set to

800, the restore performance gains are limited, 9.1%, 15.2%,

0.2%, 8.2% for Kernel, Vm, User006, Macos, respectively. So

the data cache preserves the containers that have been read;

in case that those containers are read again in the near time,

it is helpful to accelerate the access performance.

D. Comparison with other algorithms

With the optimal segment sizes as described in Figure 5,

Figure 7 shows the comparison of three replace cache policies

and pattern matching methods over the Kernel and FSLHomes

data sets without rewriting. For kernel data set, the data cache

size of ASM, LRU and OPT is set 100 containers while for

FSLHomes it is set 400 containers. In the experiments with
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Fig. 7. The restore performance comparison of our algorithm with different
restore algorithms including LRU, ASM and OPT, which are mentioned in
Section III.

both the datasets, PM-RAD avoided the data cache at first

and gradually allocated cache for containers. The algorithm

has known the distribution of chunk in container, as follows,

selects the continuous reading or the single reading according

to the distance between two chunks in one segments. The

reasonable pattern read scheme greatly saves the restore time.

By the experimental result as shown in Figure 7, we observer

that our proposed pattern matching method is superior to the

state-of-the-art methods. For the Kernel dataset, the restore

performance of PM-RAD is 25.68%, 42.9%, 58.44% higher

than the performance by OPT, LRU and ASM, respectively.

For FSLHomes, the restore performance of PM-RAD is

speedup up to 2 times, 3 times, 8 times, compared with OPT,

LRU and ASM, respectively. These experimental results show

that PM-RAD is superior to the state-of-the-art work in terms

of the restore performance.

E. Rewrite effects

Rewrite refers to at the cost of a certain amount of storage

space at the time of backup to reduce the fragmentation

of backup data, thus speeding up the recovery performance

and inhibiting the recovery performance degradation. Here

with the capping rewriting technology that rewrites a little of

fragmented data block, the pattern matching method extended

more continuous reading, so as to improve the reading per-

formance. In comparison with figure a that depicts the trend

Fig. 8. For kernel data set, the rewrite effects to the restore by using
the capping rewrite scheme. During the evolution, the restore time and
deduplication rate are depicted. It can observed that, the restore with rewrite
usually gets better restore performance than without rewrite at the cost of
certain deduplication rate.

of each backup, Figure 8(a) describes the restore performance

of 155 backups. And the rewriting technology assuredly con-

tributes our algorithm to the improvement of performance.

We observe that with the increase of the number of backup

versions, more and more duplicate chunks are rewritten into

containers. The restore performance is improved before the

110-th backup; however, the restore performance tends to the

restore performance of the algorithm without rewriting. The

reason may be the fragmentation problem becomes too server

after too times of backups are done. It illustrates that it still is

a challenge to design an effective rewrite algorithm for long-

term backups.

In Figure 8(b), it depicts the deduplication with cap rewrit-

ing and the one without rewriting technology. It can be

observed that the increase of rewriting only reduces the rate of

less than 10%. It can get more read performance at the expense

of a small amount of deduplication. To speedup data recovery,

after tradeoff recovery performance and deduplication, we can

choose to rewrite partially fragmented data to improve the

performance of data recovery.
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VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an efficient restore algorithm

by finding maximum matching patterns between the recovery

list and storage list to solve the fragmentation problem in

deduplication systems. When restoring data, we compute the

longest common sequence by pattern matching. It reads all

chunks of a pattern from a container at once. We further

optimize the proposed algorithm from both ways. One way

is to keep patterns enough long and the other way is to

keep useful containers cached. So it reduces the number of

container reads as much as possible. Our algorithm prevent the

degradation of restore performance as the increasing number

of backups. We implemented the algorithm and conducted

elaborated experiments to evaluate the restore performance.

By the experimental comparison with the state-of-the-art work,

our proposed algorithm significantly improves the performance

of data recovery. Since the rewrite mechanism is still an open

problem, the restore pattern embedded into rewriting may be

worth investigating in the future.
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